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detailed exploration of how atoms interact as a result of the imperfect cancellation of the electromagnetic interactions between atoms brought into
close proximity. Such unbalanced interactions also give rise to contact interactions, as discussed in chapter CL.
\rVhen the two interacting charged particles also move with respect to
each othet they interact magnetically as well as electrostatically. It tums out
that the magnetic part of an interaction between two charged particles does
not affect their kinetic energies, so we can ignore it in the electromagnetic
potential energy. When other interactions are involved, magnetic effects can
(indirectly) have energy implications. It tums out, for example, that the north
and south magnetic poles of two interacting bar magnets behave qualitatiaely
as positive and negative charges do, and we c€rr treat such interactions
between poles of such magnets as if they had potential energies with same
inverse-r dependence as for point charges. But we will not worqz about
magnetism much until we explore it in depth in unit E.

C7.2
Gravitation is observable
because there is no strch thing
as negative massl

TheGravitational lnteraction

It is ironic that the gravitational interaction, which isby far the weakest of the
four fundamental interactions, is nonetheless the most obvious of the four in
daily life, and more than any other shapes objects larger than asteroids. This
is because the gravitational interaction acts between any pair of objects having mpss, and there is no such thing as negatiae mass. Therefore, the gravitationaf effects of particles in an object tend to add instead of cancel out (as
electromagnetic effects tend to do). Even an extraordinarily weak intbraction
between two elementary particles can become dominant when a huge nu-rnber of particles pull together.

The.potential energy formula for the gravitational interactign between
two point particles is
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Purpose: This equation describes the potential energy function
lor a gravitationaljnteraction between two particles:separated by

V (r)

a distance r.

Symbols: mlandnt2drr.the particles'masses, and G is the universal gravitational constant (empirically, G :6.67 x 10-11 J.m/k*).
Limitations: This equation strictly applies only to partides, and
assuries neither partide is moving at a speed dose to that of light. It
only applies when we choose the reference separation noted.

Figure C7.2
A graph of the gravitational
potential energy V(d between
pair of particles with nonzero
mass.

a

Note that, as in the case of the electrostatic potential energy function, we
conventionally choose the reference separation to be r : oo, as shown. Indeed, note that this ftrnction has the same form as the electromagnetic
potential energy function given by equation C7.1, except that masses m1 aurrd
m2here play the role that charges 4r and 4z did there, the constant G here
replaces k there, and the sign of the gravitational potential energy is always
negative. The minus sign is necessary so that the gravitational potential
energy increases with increasing separation, which is a necessary charScteristic of an attractiae interaction, as we've seen. A $aph of this potential energy
function is shown n frgtte C7.2.
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Gravitation near the Earth

The universal gravitational constant G expresses how strongly the potential energy of a gravitational interaction depends on the magnitude of the
masses involved (at a given separation): it thus characterizes the strength of
the interaction. In SI units, this constant has the measured value
G

:6.57 x

10-11

].m

(c7.4)
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Equation C7.3 (like the electrostatic potential energy formula) strictly applies only to an interaction betweenparticles. To find the total potential energy between two extended objects A and B (for either kind of interaction),
we treat the extended objects as collectio'ns of microscopic particles (which is
what they are), find the interaction potential enelgy for each possible pair of
particles (such that one particle is inA ard the other is in B), and then simply
add these interparticle potential energies.
WlLile the principle is simple, actually doing sttch a surn for a given pair
of extended objects would be very tedious. In the case of gravitating objects,
this is rarely necessary. An important characteristic of both the gravitational
and electrostatic interactions is that when a sphuical object (or charge distribution) interacts with another object, the potentinl enerry of the interaction turns
out to be the same as what you would calculate for a particle with the same mass (ot
charge) located at the sphere's center (assuming the other object is outside the
sphere). You can prove this theorem fairly easily if you are handy with integrals (see problem C7A.1): othernrise, you can accePt thig on faith for now.
: Since qqo_st-ohi.ectljn the universe that have a significant mass are very
nearlf-sfrerical, this theorem means we can apply equatior,tC7.3 directly to
such'odects, treating them as point particles. Any-nonspherical extended
object (iike a person) interacting with a planetary body wiJl likely be so tiny
compared to the planetary body that it can also be approximated as a point

Spherical objects can be treated
as point particles

1nASS.

Exercise C7X.2
what is the gravitational potential energy of a system of two 10-kg lead ballq,
separated (center to center) bY 2m?
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Gravitation near the Earth

It is puzzling, though, that the potential energy formula V(r)

:

-Gm1m2lr

Iooksnothinglike the potential energy formula V(z) : mgzthat in chapter C6
we found empiricallydescribed gravitational interactions between the earth
and objects near its surface. The first equation tells us that the gravitational
potential energy is negatiae, and that tt decreases in magnitude with 7 / r as the
ieparation between the objects increases. The other says that the gravitational potential energy is positiae (for z > 0) and increases linearly as the separation z between the earth and the object increases. Yet equation C7.3 should
apply to an object interacting with the earth! How can it when it seems to be
so different?
Part of the difference between these equations has to do with different
choices of refermce separation' In the equation v(r): -Gm1m2f r' the reference separation is r : @, whereas in the empirical formula V(z) : mgz, the
reference separation is the separation between the object and the earth's
center when-the object has vertical coordinate z:0 in whatever coordinate

Reconciling the two

gravitational V(r) formulas

First step: choose a cofiunon
reference separation

F
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system we are using. If the coordinate system is placed on the surface of the
earth, then the actual separation between an obiect at z:0 and the earth's
center is the radius of the earth r e . We can redefine equation C7 '3 so that its
refermce separation is also at the earth's surface by adding an appropriate
constant term to the potential energy:
(

now v(r) = 0whenr : re
v(r): -G*t*'
* Gmtmz
fe
f
V(r) : mgzis an approximation
valid near the earth

(c7.5)

I will now show that equation C7.5 reduces to V(z) : ffigz for an object
near the earth. Define M and m to be.the masses of the earth and the obiect,
respectively. Note that when an object is at position z, its distance from the
earth's center js r : z * rr. lf. you plug these things into equation C7.5 and
massage things a bit, you can exPress V(r) = -GMrn/r as the following
function of z:

v(z):*gYlt-

#F;l

(c7.6)

Exercise C7X.3
Verify equation C7.6.
By putting the two terms in the sguare brackets over a common denominatoi and doing a bit more algebra, you can show that
'l

v(z)
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Exercise C7X.4
Verify equation C7.7.
Now, notice that if the obiect is close to the earth's sutface, then z tr1 r, and
the quantity in-brackets-in equation cT.T will b€almost equai to GMlr!. Tne
nurnerical value of G Ml r| is 9.80 m/s2, which is the empirical value of S. 59

v(z) x, -1ry12

: msz as long as z 11 re

(c7.8)

Exercise C7X.5
Show by direct calculation that GM/r| has the sa:ne value and units as g.
(See theinside front cover for the earth's mass and radius.)

V(z):tzgz rePresents Nr approximation to the
true potential inergy of an object's gravitational interaction with the earth,
So the empirical formula

an approximation that is excellent as long as the object is always close to the
earth'i surface. Figure C7.3 illustrates what this approximation means.'Figure C7.3a shows the actual potential energy for the interaction between an
object and the earth as a fttnction of the separation between that object and
the earth's center. (Note that I have reset the reference point so that V : 0 at
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Figure C7.3
Any sufficiently tiny part of the

gravitational potential energy
function V(r) will look like a
straight line.

the earth's surface, as in equation C7.5.) But a sufficiently short segment of
any curve will look like a straight line, as illustrated in figure C7.3b. This
means that for sufficiently small displacements from the earth's surface, V(r)
increases almost linearly with z: mg is simply the constant of proportionality
for this linear increase.
Whenever you do a problem involving an object interacting gravitationally with the earth, first look at whether the separation r between the earth
and the object is ever likely to be significantly different from the earth's
radius rr. If so, you should use the general gravifational potential energy
formula given by equation C7.3.If not, feel free to use the approximation
V(z)

:

mgz.

Exercise C7X.6
Imagine that an object with mass m:3.0 kg falls to the ground from an airplane flying at an altitude of h:20.0 km. According to the formula V(z) mgz,fhechange in the gravitational interaction's potential energy as the object
falls is A,V : mgLz: (3.0 kgx9.80 m/ st)(-20,000 m) : -588,000 J. What is
AV according to the exact formula given by equation C7.3? (Hint: GM:
3.99 x t014 f .m/kg for the earth. Keep track of at least four or five digits in
your calculations.)
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The Potential Energy of a Spring

Consider now two objects connected by a lightrveight spring. The interaction
between the objects mediated by the sPring is attractive if the spring is
stretched beyond its natural length and repulsive if the sPring is compressed
to be shorter than its natural length.
This interaction would have to be classified as a contact interaction according to the scheme described in chapter CL: it arises because each object is
in contact with the spring. As the string is stretched or comPressed, the separations between its atoms change microscopically, which leads to energy
being transferred to or from the microscopic potential energies of the interactions between atoms. In spite of the compledty of these interactions, it
happens that the potential energy of these interactions can be almost exactly
described by a simple function of the separation between the objects, as if the
objects were participating in a long-range interaction like the gravitational or

